GO TEAM! Super Bowl Door
Banner
Designed by Cindi Bisson Behind These Eyes™
www.fatcatcreations.blogspot.com
Support your favorite Super Bowl team this
year with an easy to make banner to display
on your front door. Customize the colors of
felt to match your team’s colors (as for me…
well a girl can hope - Go Patriots!).

Materials:
Kunin™ Ecofi™ EmbossedFelt™ Cocoa
Brown Alligator Skin, FriendlyFelt™ Cocoa
Brown, ClassicFelt™ Red & Royal Blue (or
colors of choice) (www.kuningroup.com)
Makin’s Clay® - White
- Profesional Clay Tools®
- Roller & Cutter Set
DecoArt® Americana® Multi-Surface
Acrylics - Cotton Ball (www.decoart.com)
Beacon Adhesives® Fabri-Tac
(www.beaconadhesives.com)
Fine paintbrush, scissors, coordinating
ribbon
Instructions:
Draw, or print football image approximately 10” across point to point. Cut out football and use
as a template to cut 3 footballs from brown EmbossedFelt™.
Use same template to cute 3 footballs from cocoa brown FriendlyFelt™ - this felt is stiffened so
it will serve as a base to help keep the footballs from flipping forward when hanging.
Use Fabri-Tac to mount embossed footballs over solid footballs.
Paint stripes and stitches onto each football with white Multi-Surface Acrylic paint. Let dry.
Roll white Makins’ Clay® to approximately 1/4” thick. Place alphabet stencil over clay, use
pointed clay tool to trace around inside of each letter to spell out GO TEAM.
Use scissors to cut out each letter from clay. (This can be done when clay is wet, or dry as it
remains flexible and can be cut with scissors when dry.)

Cut red ClassicFelt™ to 4 1/2” x 24”, and royal blue felt to 4” x 24”. Use Fabri-Tac to glue two
pieces together leaving a 1/4” of the red showing on either side of the blue.
To create hanging loop, fold down one end 1” on back of banner and glue in place at edge only
to create place to add ribbon for hanging. Add ribbon.
Equally space and mount footballs at top, center and bottom of banner.
Arrange dry clay letters as desired and glue to banner.

